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Details of Visit:

Author: david1969
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 9 Aug 2015 16:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

Place is OK, very steep stairs to nicely appointed room with bath and shower. Good bed nicely
decorated. Neighbourhood OK but entrance is a little public off the main Kettering Road in
Northampton.Felt safe and easy parking nearby.

The Lady:

Lilly is as you see in the pictures. They do not seem to have been retouched and has a great figure,
boobs and a nice arse. Physically she is top notch and although the website photos are blurred, she
has a nice pretty face. She is quite young and although the stated 19yrs old might be shy a few
years I wouldn't say she is more than 21.

The Story:

Unfortunately the services listed on the website were not offered. She does not DFK (I asked, this
was not just for me - my hygiene, dental or otherwise is and was not in question). This also means
that a true GFE is not available. She also does not do toys at all. She was reluctant to do OWO and
after a perfunctuary go stated she will put a condom on as she stated "she doesn't do CIM and she
could taste pre cum". At this stage in the proceedings that was not the case (I should know its my
dick) but I am not one to argue and I let her continue with OW, which was at best lacklustre, even
accounting for the condom stopping the OWO feeling.
This lack of skill and services is not what you expect from a lady who and I quote from the website "
has an amazing repertoire."
She did allow reverse oral but complained she was "very sensitive due to fucking men all day". Not
the best thing to tell a punter even if its true.
Unfortunately the sex was performed without any great effort on her part and to say she was loose
was an understatement. I am not the most well endowed but to say there was room for another
would be being kind. I did manage to finish but not really with any help from Lilly.She offered a back
rub which took all of five minutes and she made it obvious that our time was over even though only
20 minutes had been had of the 30 paid for.
I think all that coupled with her inexperience/youth and the fact that she was more interested in
looking at herself in a mirror afterwards to check her makeup etc. means I would NOT recommend
this lady. Sadly although she looks stunning and she really is very good looking, her performance,
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lack of service and attention to the client means she is NOT worth seeing.
I hate to write a bad review on a girl but there it is. 
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